STAR GATE BABYLON
PLEIADES STAR PYRAMID COMPLEX PATTERNS

The purpose of these charts is to show that as the sacred geometry had a significant role in positioning temples, pyramids and ziggurats at key points on Earth. These were a reflection
of the geometry in other extra-Earth locations such as in Cydonia, Mars and the constellations. As the Creator of the Universe and all things, YHWH is the Great Mathematician. The
Universe is replete with such mathematical and geometric intricacies. Perhaps the very patterns that are on Earth mirror the Heavenlies that those from such location came from at some
point in time to divulge certain aspects of their secrets and power to the fallen race of Humanity. Due to the Fall of Mankind, certain aspects of the Creation, Earth and Angels are subject
to sin and evil. One such man was Nimrod. As the ‘Stargates’ that comprise sacred geometric in such location as Babylon and Ur, for example...will such sacred knowledge be used in
these Last Days as they were in Nimrod's day by an attempt to build a Tower of Babel or Stargate? Nimrod attempted to pierce the veil of the spiritual dimensions with such sacred
geometry and magic. The combination would trigger an energy that the Earth ley-lines and energy points would converge to open ‘gates’ or portals into the spiritual dimensions.

Orion, The Mighty Hunter

In the case of Nimrod, having heard 1st from
Noah of the Garden of Eden, perhaps his
attempt to build a tower was not to reach the
‘heavens’ literally in terms of altitude but in
dimensions though such ‘Stargate’ in
Babylon. The temple complex of
Babylon is a mirror pattern of the Pleiades and that of Cydonia,
Mars with astonishing precision.
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Tower of Babel

According to the Bible, Nimrod was attributed as
being Orion, an archer, a hunger that opposed the
LORD, or against. It is also believed that he might
have been genetically a hybrid as many attribute the
Epic of Gilgamesh as being Nimrod, a demigod, a
giant perhaps. He comes from the 2nd son of Noah,
Ham’s line down to Cush. This branch of Noah later
migrated to what is now Africa. Apparently
the Genesis 6 plan by Lucifer to con283271
taminate the genetic DNA of Mankind continued right
after the Flood of
Noah.

Murdok Ziggurat

‘Those from Heaven come to Earth’
(Fallen Angels)

I remind you too of the angels who didn’t keep their position of
authority but deserted their own home. The Lord has kept them
in eternal chains in the underworld until the judgment of the great
day. In the same way, Sodom and Gomorrah and neighboring
towns practiced immoral sexual relations and pursued other sexual
urges. By undergoing the punishment of eternal fire, they serve as a
warning. –Jude 1:6-7
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INTER-DIMENSIONAL PORTAL
Ancient Babylon has been built up with 3 prominent mounts or ’towers’ that configures a sacred geometric tetrahedron. Babylon is built on
a major Earth energy ley-line. At certain days of the year and of the day, a combination of the energies of the Sun, Moon and Earth with
this position can open up a ‘gate’ through magical evocations and help from demonic forces.
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Nimrod is
attributed to have
started the infamous Mystery
Babylon the ‘great’ religious system. It is a
false religious order in place of GOD’s
Truth. It is the unholy trinity of Nimrod,
Semiramis and Tammuz, the son, born on
December 25.
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